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1. Bevatron
(AEC Program No. 1500)

UNCLASSIFIED

Magnet.' Coil winding started March 12. By the 19th the first layer had been
wound on the southeast quadrant and indications were that the six months schedule could be made.
Low power wiring was proceeding in the generator room with the expectation
of turning over the machines in April.
I

Installation of the magnet air filter bank is starting.
Vacuum Tank. The vacuum test section (12-1/2 degrees long) has pumped down to
3 x 10-6 with liquid nitrogen traps inside the tank and on the ion gage.Measurements of the outgasing rate are about to begin.
..
.. , -.~ ..

2.

Cyclotron Operation
(AEC Program No. 5741)

l84~inch

UNCLASSIFIED

The cyclotron was used for research experiments approximatel:y' 96.4 percent
of the 435'1::l.Ours:that the crew was on duty.
The tiine distribution was as follows:
Operation for customers
Filament change
Mechanical trouble
ElectrJcal trouble

418.25 hours
0.75
3.00
13 .00
435.00

%

100.0

Cyclotron Op~ration
UNCLASSIFIED
(AEC Program No. 903)
The cyclotron was in operation about 80 percent of the available time.
Sufficient beam intensities of alphas deuterons, and protons were provided to
meet the bombardment requests. Carbon particle acceleration is being worked On
to increase the intensity to a more usable level.
3.

60~inch

96.4
0.1
0.6
2.9

j
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4.

Synchrotron Operation

UNCLASSIFIED

(AEC Program No. 5731)

The synchrotron has been operated at high intensity levels for physics
research during this report period. Performance of the. synchrotron has been
consistent and highly satisfactory.
No time was devoted to machine development due to the heavy demand for the
beam by the physics experimentalists •
. The time distribution was as follows:
Operation for customers
Tests
Installation and Maintenance

260.25 hours
38.0
35.75
334.00

5.

Linear Accelerator and Van de Graaff Operation
(AEC Program No. 5751)

78.0
11.3
10.7

%

100.0
UNCLASSIFIED

During this month some running time was available~ but the major part of the
month was devoted to checking and testing the oscillators and the Van de Graaff
in the back position, and in detecting high pressure leaks in the Van de Graaff
ion source. The buncher program is underwaYJ and parts for it are now being constructed.
6. Experimental Physics
UNCLASSIFIED
(AEC Program No. 5211)
Film Program. Meson Scattering. A new approach to the scattering problem has
been tried with indications that it will be a successf.ul method of measuring
total (elastic plus inelastic) scattering cross sections.
A beam of n-mesons lying in a limited momentum interval falls normally on a
thick absorber. Those mesons which do not collide with nuclei will then stop at
a depthR, their normal range. Those, however, which scatter more than 90 0 will
stop in the material going in the opposite directiori to the beam, and at less
than the normal depth in the absorber. By using stripped emul~ion embedded in
the absorber the meson population is sampled and both the density and direction
of the mesons observed. By a simple calculation the cross section for large
angle scattering can be determined from these data. Preliminary microscope
scanning indicates that the method is practical, and a series of elements have
been exposed to mesons in the manner described.,
Range Straggling. The distribution in range of 162 ~-mesons coming from
n+-mesoris which stop in Ilford C2 emulsion has been obtained. These were from
three different plates with average ranges in the individual pl~tes of 591.1 ~
2.3 ~, 609.8.:!:. 2.5 ~, and 600.0 1: 2.3~. The ranges from each plate were norinalized to an average range of 600 microns. The standard deviation of the range
straggling was then found to be 4.4 percent, and a chi-square test indicated
that one sample in ten taken from a normal popUlation would deviate as much from
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UNCLASSIFIED
normality as that found for the range straggling. The distribution of ranges is
therefore consistent with an hypothesis of normality.
The simple theory of straggling given by Bohr leads to a standard devi~tion
of 4.0 percent~ assuming each electron to be free and to contribute equally to
the straggling. The additional 004 percent straggling found is probably too
much to assign to observational errors (this means 1.8 percent statistical error
in observation) so t.hat presumably a small effect of electron binding as estimated by Livingston and Bethe should be included in the calculation. Nevertheless the simple formula of Bohr appears to give an excellent estimate of the
straggling to be expected.
Cloud Chamber. A run was made with carbon and polyethylene plates in a beam of
positive n~mesons with a diffusion cloud chamber in a magnetic field of 8200
gauss.' 'Thirteen mesons out of 454 traversals appeared to stop in a 5/8-inch
thick graphite plate. The irregularties due to convection currents in the chamberprevented accurate identification of the masses of the mesons. If all were
assumed to be n-mesons then the cross section would appear to be about 250 mill ibarns. The fact that the mesons appeared to stop in the plates must not be
interpreted as necessarily meaning that there was an inelastic scatter, as much
of the solid angle into which the mesons might scatter is obscured. It is expected that more careful measurements of the film will increase this cross
section.
A run was made with heavy water in a narrow tank in the same diffusion
chamber looking for the reaction n+ + d~2p. The run was terminated when only
enough traversals had appeared for there to be 0.7 events if the spin of the n+
were zero. No conclusions could be drawn other than that the experiment looks
promising 0
The rectangUlar chamber has been moved with its associated electronics to
the synchrotron 0
:.,t,.

Production of Gamma~Reys by n- Absorption in Materials other than Hydrogen,and
Deuterium. It is of theoretical interest to determine the fraction of gammarays produced when a n--meson is captured in miscellaneous materials. The
method used in the hydrogen experiments has never been extended to other materials. A first run has set the limit of, gamma-rays forming absorption processes
in carbon to 1-1/2 percent.
An Experiment to Determine the Spin of the Positive n-Meson. Following the
suggestion by Professor Robert E. Marshak of the University of Rochester, an
experimeht has been started to determine the spin of the n+-meson in a manner
which is independent of any detailed calculations beyond general quantum mechanics principles. The experiment consists of measuring the 'absolute cross section of the process: n+ + d-->p + p. This is the inver!;3e process of the reactions recently measured by Cartwright, Peterson, Richman and Whitehead. Ifone
applies"the principle of detailed balance to this process' and its inverse, then
the ratio of the cross section depends directly on the statistical weights of
the respective final states. Accordingly, the spin values follow directly. The
experiment consists of bombarding a heavy water target in the positive meson
beam~ as recently described by Richman, Skinner~ Whitehead and Youtz.
An
arrangement of scintillation counters serves to identify the mesons. The resul-
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tant 70 Mev protons are detected in a pair of NaI crystals in coincidence.
preliminary run has shown that this experiment is feasible.

A

Gamma-Gamma Coincidences. The electronic equipment designed for the detection
of the nO by the method gf gamma-gamma coincidences, appeared to be successful
in a preliminary run on the synchrotron.
Neutral Meson Program on- the l84-inch_Gyclotron. Measurements have been made of
the yield of neutral mesons from hydrogen, deuterium and oxygen by employing
ordinary water» heavy water and liquid oxygen " as targets in the proton beam.
Proton Elastic Scattering. A run was made with an energy threshold of 330 Mev.
Our results check those -of previous runs, which were made with 315 Mev threshold.
We found diffraction maxima--and minima at the following angles (t 10): for
sulfur, min. 14.5 0, and max. at 16.5 0 ; for copper, min. at 11.5 0 and max. at
14 0 ; and lead, min. at 7.5 0 and 13.5 0 and max. at 9.5 0 and 15.5 0 • These are
consistent with calculated diffraction patterns. The intensity ratio of the two
lead maxima is that predicted by diffraction theory.
Channel Magnetic Particle Spectrometer. The 35:,channel magnetic
partible spectrometer, which has been used to obtain the energy spectra of scattered protons in the study of nucleon-nucleon collisions, is being modified to
attain better energy resolution. The magnet energy channels are being designed
to, have width of 10 Mev. This can be accomplished by moving the tubes away from
the exit end of the magnet, along.the particle trajectories, in order to take
advantage' of the diverging flux from the magnet. Since theG.M. tubes have
widths of 0.75 inch, they have to be moved back too great a distance to allow
channel widths of 10 Mev at about 300 Mev. Thus» at a reasonable distance from
the magnet, slits cut in a brass absorber will be uSed before the G.M. tubes to
define the energy channels.
/

Thirty~five

Beta Energy Investigations. The investigation of the ~ decay electron energy
spectrum has been completed. Additional runs, on the ",Li9 de~ay indicate the
possibility that there is no beta of energy greater than 5 Mev coincident with
the neutron decay.
Synchrotron Studies. Runs were started on the detection of protons from the
photo-disintegration of the deuteron. At present the experiment consists in
measuring differences between D20 and H20 for different energy protons, detected
by two liquid scintillation counters in coincidence, one in anti-coincidence.
The energy of the detected protons is measured with absorbers. The preliminary
experiments seem to indicate that satisfactory results can be obtained. Some
difficulty is encountered in differentiating mesons and protons.
Two different groups of experimenters have worked on the neutral meson
One group has made several runs to test some equipment built for neu~
tral meson detection on the cyclotron. Briefly the conditions for testing the
equipment seem much more favorable on the synchrotron. The equipment can measure the angle between the beam and the plane of the two gamma-rays and the angle
between the two gamma-rays. A run with different elements showed a yield variationof neutral mesons rather similf;1r to the yield variation of n+-mesons found
by Mozley. Work on the variation with the two angles mentioned ~bove is in,
progress.
problein~

UCRL ..1211
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A second group has made a run on the neutral meson yield from hydrogen.
The results were not so good as had been hoped, so that some improvement in the
electronics will be made to permit the accumulation of more data in one run.
Several runs have been made to determine the,tr+ to tr~ ratio by measuring
the time of flight of mesons formed in the pair spectrometer magnet and momentum
selected in the magnetic field. Difficulty has been experienced in getting
sufficient intensity since the solid angle in the second counter, which must be
a considerable distance from the first, is low. Nevertheless electrons and
mesons can be distinguished.
Several other interesting experiments are under way; for example, one on
the Compton effect, and one on high energy nucleons from capture of tr-mesons.
However, the majority of running time in the past month has been consumed by the
above-mentioned experiments.
7. Theoretical Physics
(AEC Program No. 5211)
MTA. The approximate formulae for determining the energy gain in each drift
tube are fairly satisfactory afterBC- 0.1 for the particles being accelerated.
These formulae are not so good, howeverll in the first few drift tubes. The
differential analyzer is therefore being used to obtain an improved value for
the expression for energy gain per drift tube. As soon as this is completed,
the study of the coupled axial and radial motion will be continued.
Other Studies. Work is continuing on the project of using meson production in
collisions of protons with carbon to determine the momentum distribution of
nuclear particles in the carbon nucleus. The method makes use of the free·
nucleon=nucleon cross sections for meson production.
A study is being made of nuclear stars resulting from trb'":mespn absorption.
A further attempt to deduce short range order in nuclear structUre is being made
on the 'basis of comparison of meson absorption and production by detailed balancing arguments.
Work is being carried out to analyze experiments being conducted to determine the excitation function for nT-meson production in proton~proton collisions.
It is'hoped on this basis to obtain information on the strength of the meson~
nucleon interaction for various different angular momentao
An attempt is being made to relate the energy spectrum of emitted protons
in the collisions of high energy protons with carbon nuclei to determine information on nuclear structure.
8. lIIlTA Program
(AEC Program No. 1500)

~",,:"i,'"SEcRET~?~
~~-~~. ~;~~~~~~

Surface Finishing of Mark I Vacuum Tank. It is now felt that it would not be
possible to maintain a clean steel surface inside the Mark I tank because of
moisture getting into the tank when it is open. Tests have been made on steel
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spray coated with different metals. Of these aluminum seems most satisfactory
from the standpoint of outgassing and corrosion. It has therefore been recommended that if enough aluminum can be obtained in time, the interior of the Mark
I tank should be spray coated with it. If it does ;not prove, possible to obtain
sufficient aluminum in time, as much of the tank will be sprayed as possible after
which it will be pumped down and tested for vacuum tightness. The bare parts
'
would be finished with the aluminum spray later, aJ-though this may involve some
re~cleaning of the bare surfaces.
Ion Source and Injector. The full~scale ion injector is being tested. With a
.duty cycle of 1/1000 beams as large as 4 amps. have been obtained. In order to
focus beams of such high current, a grid of 20 mil tungsten or tantalum wire
space 1/4 in. apart was required in the second electrode. Currents of several
hundred milliamperes have been obtained at the full duty cycle but at one-half
the required 80 kv ene~gy. Some trouble has been encountered with a thick layer
of what appears to be carbonized' pump oil that builds up on the electrodes. This
layer leads to sparking and the ability of the equipment to hold voltage steadily
diminishes.
Troubles with back bombardment in the ion source have been brought under
control in the test setup by placing 200 volt bias on the collector to hold back
secondary electrons and the use of a transverse magnetic field of about 15 gauss
in front of the collector. Twenty hours of an endurance test have been run with
the injector. The run has been characterized by very steady operations with
good square pulse form. There is still some work to be done to make this a·
reliable plant device but the results to date are very satisfactory. Facilities
are being designed for the full scale machine to allow the injector to be
changed in the event of a breakdown.
Cavity Tuning. As an alternative to the l3mployment of drift tubes with one
flexible end face for use in tuning the individual sections of the full scale
cavity, it has been suggested that the diaphragms for dividing the gaps be constructed of thin parallel sheets with ,provision f():r:",~r~motelycontrolled internalmechanism to adjust the thickness of the diaphr8:gm~The use of such adjustable diaphragms would reduce by a factor of, two the energy which an electron can
pick up in traveling across the gap between adjacent drift tubes and biasing
could be applied to them rather than to the drift tubes directly, allowing a
'~eduction of the bias voltage by a factor of two. Furthermore, the current
circulating in the smaller support stems of the diaphragm would be sme.ller than
the corresponding currents in drift tube stems thereby reducing the requirement
for bypass condensers. A diaphragm of this type will be tested to Mark I at the
time of the long drift tube test.
Mark I Pre-exciter. The design of the pre-exciter for Mark I has been changed
to substitute the RCAA~2332 tube for the 5831 tube. The new design utilizes
two rotating quarter wave lines, one of small diameter, instead of.the previous
single rotating'half wave line. The pre-exciter is used as a power amplifier
with a signal supplied from the cavity through a pre~amplifier having the proper
characteristics to provide maximum output, frc;>m the power amplifier as the cavity
voltage builds up.
.
Resnatrcn
resnatro~

A model is being constructed for tests of the optics of the
No experimental results were obtained with the first model because of

Dev~lopment.
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insulator trouble. A second model has been constructed. The operation of the
resnatron is pulsed with 10 microsecond pulses to minimize the heating problem.
The results thus far are very promising.
Experiments have been carried out with Phillips;type c-athodes. The original
intention was to build a resnatron capable of operatfng in the accelerator vacuum
system so that the anode of the tube could be hooked'directly to the main resna~
tron without the use of any insulators. The Phillips type cathode operates
satisfactorily in the type of vacuum that will be used in the accelerator and
its lifetime should be in excess of 1000 hours.
Loading. Further work is being done on the x-ray loading problem. The
evidence seems to indicate that part of the trouble arises from the contamination
of the electrodes by diffusion pump oil. To overcome this difficulty the use of
mercury pumps is being studied. The, possibility of using mercury diffusion
pumps on Mark I of the same general type as the mercury pumps now in use with
larger dimensions will be investigated. An alternative is to develop a linear
pump where the fluid is boiled outside the pump and the vapor distributed by
manifolding system with the individual pump. Another possibility is the use of
an ion pump which would eliminate the introduction of any extraneous material
into the vacuum system. Theoretically the power required for such a system:is
less than that for diffusion pumps and it should become easy in large volumes to
obtain h~gh efficiency.
X~Ray

Be~

Precession. Corrugated stainless steel is now being considered for the
cylindrical section within-the precessing magnet. The cost would be much less
than that of a ceramic or glass section and it now appears that the power loss
can:be held to 50 kw which is not excessive in view of the cost of ceramic or
glass sections. Furthermore, the present power supplY- has a rating sufficient
to absorb this additional load. Additional study is'being given the problem of
dispersing the intense essential core of the beam without the use of a precessing'magnet, since if the CW operation is achieved in Mark II, the precessing of
the beam would remain the only ,cause, of thermaLf,~l!g;b:ua.1iion;-of,,t~~e;,~arget and
therefore should be avoided if possible. -,
"'~'(';',:::-v.,--' - . "'''''-''
,
Mark I Construction. The siding is being installed on the west end of the accelerator building at Livermore and the decks on the south side are being poured as
is the -floor at the 17-ft. leveL Riggirig is being put in place for erection of
the'large crane. The fitting and welding of the oscillator housing is under way.
The door in the west end of the tank has been cut and the frame installed. All
the Kinney and diffusion pumps and the Chapman valves,have been installed, and
their manifolds are nearly complete. The testing of this part of the ,system
will begin shortly. Two hundred and seventy of the 660 shielding blocks re~
quired have now 'been poured. The furnace for welding the tubes on the la.rge
liner section has been improved so that it now gives uniform and good flame
distribution over the entire surface. Design has been finished and fabrication
begUn on the rigging tools used for the installation of the liner section.
I

Mark II Target. A study is being made of the availability of material from
which the Mark II target lattice may be constructed. There are two general
possibilities. First is a multiplying lattice of low k utilizing uranium depleted to 0.3 percent U235. The other is a non-multiplying lattice for the
production of tritium or U233. ~he use of uranium
depleted
to such an extent
.
'
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results in a design closely resembling that of the non=multiplying lattice~·a.~d""·-<··-=:~G
is correspondingly more compact than the designs originally considered. Design
studies have been undertaken on thre~ types of lattices, the compact uranium
lattice~ the Hanford uranium lattice, and the non=multiplying lattice.
One
advantage of the neutron flux obtained from a compact lattice is that the resultant shift toward an epithermal flux will give a more favorable ratio of ru 239
to Pu240
0

'.'; ..

Mark IV. The Radiation Laboratory is preparing to submit a proposal for the
construction of a poloni~ producing cyclotron of the Thomas type to/be designated as Mark IVo The machine is being designed to produce 50 milliamperes of
'30 Mev protons. It will have a 90-in. diameter pole face with three hills and
three valleys. The dees will be located in the valleys allowing about 10 inches
of clear aperture for the beam. The magnet will have three-fold symmetry with
three return yolks. There are no significant uncertainties in the design of
such a cyclotron and the figure of 50 milliamperes for beam current is believed
to be conservative. The target will be in either three or six pieces around the
periphery of the machine depending in part on the outcome of experiments now
being done with the electron model. The total amount of rf power required will
be between 1600 and 1700 kw. Two hundred kilvolts to ground has been selected
as the upper limit for the operating dee voltage. The machine would require
approximately 600 tons of steel and 33 tons of copper. The design of this cyclotron appears to be a straightforward engineering problem, the only development
work necessary being that involved in rf and magnet model testing.
9.

Chemistry

Part A
(AEC Program N.o. 5311)
Beta Spectroscopy. ~n order to check the calibration of the beta spectrometer
at high energies, photoelectrons obtained from C06.ogamma radiation on a uranium
radiator were observed. Values of 1.175 and 1.340 Mev were found, in close
agreement with the accepted values of 1.171 and 1.332, respectively.
The conversion lines of Rb82 have been observed. They correspond to gammarays in fair agreement with seven reported by Siegbahn, et al., for Br82
The
data indicate approximately five other gamma-rays are also present in Rb82 , but
Rb 81 impurity prevents a rigorous assignment.
Mass Assignment of Np233
Irradiation of U233 with 8-9 Mev protons has been
found to produce a good yield of the 35-minute activity, previously tentatively
assigned to Np233, thereby confirming its assignment. '
u

tsotopes of Europium. The alpha activity of 2.9 Mev energy has been further
characterized. Its half=life is 23.5 .!. 1 days. Electron capture is the principal mode of decay. The alpha branching corresponds to an alpha half-life of the
order of 6000 years. The mass number is assigned as 147 ori the basis of a bombardment of separated s~marium isotopes with 10 Mev protons.
The same experiments with separated samarium isotopes have lead to the
revision of the assignment of 53-day Eu14? to Eu148. In this case the half-life
was observed as 47 days.

UCRL-12ll
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Cross Sections for (ct. pxn) Reactions. The yields of Pa233 , Pa 234 , and Pa235--"~<'--',
from alpha~particle irradiation of thorium have been measured. The results
correspond to cross sections of a few hundredths barns for each of the reactions
(ct,p)~ (a~pn), and (a,p2n) averaged over the energy r~ge 27 to 38 Mev for the
alpha~particles.

Fission Products of Uranium Bombarded with 340 Mev Protons. In the study of
yields of products of high energy fission of uranium, seven new activities have
been encountered. They are Yb of m~ss 166, half-life 61 hours, with K,Y,e?
radiations; Tm of undetermined mass, half-life 2-3 days, with r>-? radiations;
Er of undetermined mass, half-life 17 hours, with~+? radiations; Er of undetermined mass, half-li.fe 65 hours, with (' +? radiations; Pm of mass 150?, half,:",life
43 days, with ~~~y radiations; Pm of undetermined mass, half-life 13 hours~ with
undetermined radiations; Fe of undetermined mass, half-life 8.4 hours, with~
radiations.
Spectrographic Analysis of .Radioactive Materials. The apparatus for spectrographic analysis of radioactive samples has been improved by the construction of
new dust boxes and filter systems for the safe preparation and burning of samples.
Rare Earth Trifluoride Structures. The study of the structures of rare earth
trif1uorides by x-ray diffractio~ has revealed, as expected, that all of the
elements from Sm (62) to Lu (71) form trifluorides with the orthorhombic YF3type structure. The lattice .dimensions correspond to the expected decrease in
atomic volume with increasing atomic number. SmF3 has been known for many years
to crystallize also in the hexagonal LaF3-type structure. We have recently prepared samples of RoF3 and TmF3 which also have this hexagonal structure. The
conditions favoring the formation of one structure or the other are under investigation, but are not yet well understood.
Ir_"'
~~--'

Chemistry

lC

Part B
(AEC Program No. 5311)
Metals and High Temperature Thermodynamics.
ing prob1ems~
10
20
3.

4.
5.

S~RET ,'-

Work is, in progress on the follow-

Oxide phase diagrams.
Gaseous Hydroxides of Mo and W.
High temperature x-ray studies.
Liquid metal systems.
Heat transfer in forced convection film boiling.

Basic Chemistry, including Metal Che1ates.

The following problems are under

investigation~

1.
2.
3.
4.

._.~'.

17...::::"

"'='---'-..

Germanium chemistry.
Thermodynamics of t.henium.
Electron exchange rate between Fe 2+ and Fe3
The polymerization of aqueous zirconium.

*.
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Chemistry
Part C
(AEC Program No. 6400)

Synthetic and Experimental Chemistry. Vinyl acetic-I~14 acid glucose-I=c 14,
leucine=3=c14~ norleucine=3-C14~ norvaline-3-C14, aspartic-p=c i4 acid have been
synthesized. Isoamyl bromide for studying the synthesis of valine-4,4 i -C14, and
intermediates for the synthesis of cholesterol labeled in the 23-position, medium
specific activity glycylglycine, the material used for irradiation studies on
protein linkages~ and aspartylglycine are being prepared4 In the studies on
isotope effects in C14 chemistry calculation and writing has been in progress on
both the oxalic acid and the substituted malonic acid systems.
Biological Chemistry. Metabolism of stilbamidine-amidine-c~ in normal and
tumor=bearing miceg The location in liver cells of the compound is being studied
by fractional centrifugation, and the rate processes for elimination of the drug
in the urine and feces are being measured. Preliminary conclusions are that the
stilbamidine. is largely localized in the liver in the mitochondriao This is
true of both normal and tumor-bearing mice; the stilbamidine is not bound to
the desoxyribonucleic acid~and the stilbamidine is not bound to all the pentose nucleic acid equally.
Metabolism of propionate in liver slicesg ~-Hydroxyvaleric acid is being
prepared to check with the one remaining unknown spot in the meta,bolism of this
simple fatty acid.
./

Qf radioactivity in checken eggsg The eggs from a hen fed
sodium acetate~l=Cl4 have been further analyzed. The cholesterol, protein and
phospholipid fractions from ten egg yolks are being isolated and the specific
activity determinedo Glycerol from several of these eggs has also been analyzed
and derivati.ves prepared.
In(~,)rporation_

,"",.:

Paper chromatography of steroidsg Paper chromatography of steroids on
Quilon impregnated paper is still under investigation. 'The compounds being
studied at present include dehydroepiandrosterone,dehydroepiandrosterone acetate, testosterone, testosterone acetate, and progesterone.
Photosynthesis Chemistry. Identification and kinetics of formation of the intermediates of carbon dioxide reduction by a variety of plants are being studied~
The kinetic studies have been repeated at 20 and 15°. No diminution in the rate
of phosphoglycerate formation is observed at 2OC, while the formation of all
other intermediates is greatly reduced. The ch,romatographically separated phosphate esters have been further analyzed by enzymatic hydrolysiS. It is found
that the fraction of glucose activity in the separated glucose monophosphate
area decreases to 50 percent at five seconds of photosynthesis while at one
minute the glucose phosphate is predominant. Evidence has been obtained on two
different phosphates of an unidentified sugar both of which have physical properties of hexose monophosphates.
The chemical properties of the three unknown carbohydrate intermediates are
being determinedo The diphosphorylated compound is being accumulated in radioactive and unlabeled form for the purpose of its isolation.
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Periodate oxidation of tracer amounts of typical carbohydrates is being
investigated for developing techniques for their quantitative oxidation. Catalytic reduction stUdies on tracer scale are in progress. Comparative biochemistry of carbon dioxide fixation of ChlamydomQnas,~lglena and alfalfa leaves
are being investigated.
10.

Medical Physics

UNCLASSIFIED

Part A
{AEC Program ~oo 6000)

Tracer Studies. Tracer .studies on tantalum, chromium and neptunium are being
continued
Decontamination studies of plutonium with versene have been initiated. The uptake of astatine by the thyroid of a normal monkey has been studied
and fOlmd to be 'of the order of 10 to 20 percent of the total amount administered.
0

Chelating Studies. The experiment to determine'the efficacy of Ca~DTA and Fe-]
in removing plutonium which has become well fixed in the skeleton has been set
up. Feeding experiments to determine the maximum amounts of the chelating agent
that can be fed to rats and still have them maintain their well-being, have
shown that a 4 percent mixture is probably the most .suitable since 5 percent
mixtures produce diarrhea and 3 percent mixtures apparently produce no ill
effects.
Radioautographic Studies. More double radioautographs of astatine and iodine on
the same rat thyroid using NTA stripping film have been prepared. Astatine
autographs of monkey thyroid have been made. We have been assisting Dr. E.
Bennett in making autographs Qf mouse livers containing Cl4.
Radiochemist~

Carrier-free procedures have been developed for the isolation
of Rug7~ from alpha bombarded molybdenum and W181 from deuteron bombarded tantalum. Previously reported procedures were used to< pre.pare At 2ll , F18, and Pb20].
Work is continuing on the development of carrier-free procedures for isol~tion
of radio~tantalum from deuteron bombarded hafnium oxide.
Medical Physics

UNCLASSIFIED

Part B
(AEC Program No. 6000)

Biological Effects due to High Energl Carbon Ions - C(6+). Adaptation of the
60=in. cyclotron to studies of biological effects of carbon ions was continued.
As a step in the development, irradiation of yeast cells with cyclotron particles
is being carried out. The beam intensity corresponds to several thousapd r.e.p.
per minute. The highest intensity is as much as a few million roentgens per
minute. This radiation can be thus utilized for measurements on the effects of
dose rate, as well as of specific ionization.
Mechanism of Radiation Effects on Unicellular Organisms.
Ra.diation Effects on Mammals (184-in. Cyclotron).
radiation hypophysectomy.

The work was continued.

Further data were. secured on
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Induced Activity Trace Analysis. A technique for separation of cerium and rubidium in human blood samples has been developed. This procedure will be added to
the process of separation of activated tissue ash from the chain reacting pile.
Double Nucleated Lymphocyte Problem. Another experiment has been carried out by
irradiating young Strain A mice with 180 Mev deuterons at the 184~in. cyclotron.
Doses were 50 r.e.p., total body .. Blood samples were drawn as described in the
previous experiment reported last month. Counts of'the samples are being carried
out to determine the incidence of double nucleated cells.
Blood counts and double nucleated lymphocyte counts from buffy coat prepara. tions are;being made twice a week on two dogs. It is planned to establish the
normal values for three or four dogs and then determine the effect of a small
measured dose of fast neutrons given as total body radiation. With the help of
the Health Physics group~an~temapping of the fast neutron beam from the
184-in. cyclotI(on at a distance from the target of about 50 yards is being made
in preparation for the irradiation.
Bacteria. Fairly reproducible results are not being obtained in preparations of
desiccated E~ Coli in vacuum. Irradiation experiments are being carried out on
these preparations. It is hoped that results of such irradiation studies, especially when compared to those obtained with naturally hydrated organisms, may
be of aid in working out mechanisms of radiobiological effect.

/

Iron Metabolism. Recent publications have indicated that there are regular
diurnal variations in the plasma iron concentration of normal adult humans. Our
own studies of total plasma iron covering periods of only two to five hours have
shown no significant variation. Twelve normal young adult males were samples at
7:00 A.M., 11:00 A.M., 5:00 P.M. and 11~00 P.M. of the same day. The mean
plasma iron concentrations were repectively 1.24, 1.14, 0.99 and 0.92 micrograms/
milliliter of plasma. This change is in the same direction as others report but
of a ,lesser magnitude. Only one of the' individuals Showed no change. Plans are
being made to investigate whether this change isdue:"to,in~reased output of iron
during the day. Repeated turnover studies with Fe '59wi1i be done on the same
subject during the same day.
Studies are continuing on the mechanism of inhibition of red cell production in normal animals when they are supp~ied with'extra b100d 1 the rate and
site of synthesis of red blood cells in various types of patients, and interspecies marrow transplantation in strontium irradiated animals.
Influence of Tumors on the Cencentration of Carbon 14 Labeled Stilbamidine in
the Liver
Through the cooperation of the Bio-organic group1 details of the
liver concentration of stilbamidine in normal and tumor animals are being
studied. Following intraperitoneal injection of C14 labeled stilbamidine into
mice 1 suspensions of homogenized liver are centrifuged. It is found that most
of the activity is prl'lsent in the fraction containing the mitochondria. This is
true for both normal and tumor~bearing mice. Very little is present in the
fraction containing nuclei. This is evidence that stilbamidine does not combine
with liver cell desoxyribose nucleic acid. Since the mitochondria contain
roughly one-fifth of the liver cell ribose.n~cleic acid, the findings are con~
sistent with the view that stilbamidine complexes with liver cell ribose nucleic
acid. Obviously there may be some other reason for the localization of liver
0
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radioactivity in this particular fraction.

Further work is in progress.

Preliminary results indicate that for the doses used daily injections of
C14 labeled stilbamidine (0 •.44 mg each injection) into tumor mice for six days
,;do not completely saturate the liver mechanism for concentrating this material.
Lipoprotein Studies. For the studies of lipoprotein.turnover, radiation effects
on lipoproteins.l1 and lipoproteins in vas.cular disease, the basic prerequisite is
availability of preparations of isolated lipoproteins of the various classes.
The differential ultracentrifugal methods for isolating individual lipoprotein
species have been previously reported. Studies to date indicate that "nativity"
of the molecules, and in fact, solubility is not always maintainable once these
molecules have been isolated. The factors influencing stability of these isolated lipoproteins, including concentration of the lipoprotein itself, ionic
strength, pH~ type of vessel, surface effects, and presence of other prot~ins,
have received attention. Surface denaturation appears to be a serious problem.
The studies of the other factors are in progress.
Tracer studies with the lipoproteins, using p32 as a phospholipid label, H3
and C14 as cholesterol and fat labels are in progress. The data to the present
indicate that the phospholipid variety of the lipoproteins, at least, undergoes
rapid exchange between the various lipoprotein classes. Whether just the phospholipid portion undergoes the exchange, or whether other fractions are .also
involved will be checked by the multiple labeling, including the sterol and
fatty acid fractions of the molecules.
11. Health Chemistry
(AEC Program No. 5311)
I

Research and Development Group Activities.
1. A sampling box and carrying case for the mass spectrograph, a calorimeter system for work on properties of metals in thetransuranic elements and
equipment for hydrogenation in magnetic susceptibility experiments has been
completed .,

2. Seven lead windows for use with gloved ,and lead-shielded boxes have
been completed.
3. Standard box and cave equipment, a chain drive for rotating reagent
rack, a telechron sampler and lead box~shielding were improved.
4. A new recessed gloved box has been drawn, to make all boxes standard
with interchangeable parts.
12.
Measurements Project.
continuing.

Plant and Eguipment

(Program No. 1300.

3=424-1720)

Development and design
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Bevatron Building and Instrument. (Program 1500. 5..,424-9001) Installation of''''-''-, ,~~
the motor generator sets is 100 percent complete and the testing will be done
sometime in April. Installation of the bevatron power supply equipment is 98
percent complete. The magnet coil test windings were started on March 8 and the
job is 5 percent complete. It is estimated that the job will take seven men
approximately six months to complete.
""
Cafeteria. (Program 1500. 5~424~9004) The weather has been dry enough the last
two weeks to permit the earth to dry somewhat and landscaping ~s in progress~
One tree has been removed and some top soil has been brought in.
MeT.A. Mark 1.
M.TeA. Mark II.

(Program 1500.

5-424-9004)

(Program 1500.

5-424-1004)

Development and design continuing.
Development and design continuing.

Accelerator Design Building. (Program 1500. 5~424~1004) Footings and grade
beams have been poured in the sm~ll wing and leveling plates installed. structural steel for this portion of the building is' scheduled for delivery March 27
and footings for the large wing will be poured about the same time.
Sheetmeta1 and Insulator Shop. (Program 1500. 5-424-1001) steel frame has been
erected and is being cleaned and painted. The backfilling is 95 percent complete.
Miscellaneous Construction. (Program 1500. 5-424-1001) Hydrogenation Shelter.
The hydrogenation shelter near Donner Laboratory is 80 percent complete.,
Pipe Weldersij Shack.
cent complete.

This work started' on January

Counting Equipment Room.
40 percent complete.

23~

1951 and is 95 per-

This work was started on February 27, 1951 and is

Building 7 Sprinkler System.
and is 60 percent complete.

This work was

st~t~d

on February 26, 1951

Animal House. (Program 1600. 6~424-90rn) The building has been re-oriented
slightly to take into account some subsurface conditions. The rough grading is
75 percent complete.
at the Universit of California Medical School. (ProWork has been held up by the plumber who is behind
schedule. The excavation is 95 percent complete; reinforcing steel is 96 percent complete; form work is 96 percent complete; the concrete is 95 percent
complete; work on the roof is complete; steel windows are 80 percent complete;
lathing and plastering are 24 percent complete; ,glass and glazing are 50 percent complete~ accelerator room door is about 19 percent installed and the
elevator is 20 percent complete} making the total building 60 percent complete.
-424~9008

Information Division
4/4/51 md
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Scientific Personnel
PROGRAM

SUBDIVISION
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1500 Bevatron

General
Miscellaneous

12.2

.• 9

MTA Mark I

Design and Development

28.9

MTA Mark II

Design and Development

20.9

Operations
Physics Research
5211 Lawrence Cyclotron Electron and X-C Models

16.7

Cloud Chamber
General Physics Research
Instrument, for General Use
Special Development
Magnetic Measu+ing Equipment

8.0
33.9
2.7
2.8

General

12.2

Photographic Film General
Detectors,

11.8

Isotope Separation General

.7

Experimental
Physics

Theoretical
Physics

Radioactivity
Physics

General

1.4

1.0

Chemistry Research
Chemistry ·of Heavy Elements
5311 Basic Chemistry
Research, Part A Nuclear Properties of Heavy Element
Isotopes
Transmutations with the 184" and 60"
Cyclotrons
Analytical and Services
Special Chemistry Development
Mass Spectroscopy, Beta Ray Spectroscopy
Instrument Developmer;t and Services
X-Ray Crystallograph~c Measurements

.:~-.

.~

~,'

':<

MAN MONTHS . COMMENTS
EFFORT

Plant and Equipment
, 1300 Weapons

.
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6.0

9.2

8.7
16.1
3.0
1.8

3.5
2.2
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COMMENTS

Chemistry Research
(Continued)
Metals and High Temperature Thermodynamics 3.0
Basic Chemistry
2.0
Research, Part B Basic Chemistry, including MetalChelates
General'
,
2.5
5361 Applied Chemistry Procesa .. Chemistry
, Research
Reactor and .Accelerator
Operation

10.2

Operation

6.8

5741 l84-inch Cyclotron Operation

10.5

5751 Linear Accelerator Operation
and Van de Graaff
Generator

14.0

5731 Synchrotron

~.

6000 Biology and,Medicine, Part A

Metabolism of Plutonium and Allied
Materials
Radiochemistry
Radioautography

6000 Biology and Medicine, Part B

Instrumentation for Quantitative Measurements
of Radiation
1.5
C14 Metabolism
1.9
Use of Radioactive Materials in Human
Physiology and Experimental Medicine
8.4
Trace Elements and Irradiation Studies
3.2
Radiation and Mutation Rate
2.0
Physical Biochemistry
12.9
Biochemical Response to Irradiation
11.3
Miscellaneous
.1
Donner Animal Colony Expense
.5
Metabolism of Lipoprotein and Lipids
1.6
Iron Metabolism Hematopoiesis
3.6
Internal Irradiation and Hematological
Response
2.8

6400 Biological
Research

Synthetic and Experimental Organic
Chemistry
Biological Chemistry
Photosynthesis Chemistry
Metabolism of Fission Products

6500 Biophysics
Research

General

11.0
4.0
2.0

5.2
7.7
3.7
13.6

1.7

.7 Consultant
'.1 Man-Months
6.7
1.4
.2

2.2

.9
.2

1.6
1l.2

.5

